






DAY 1: Davos - Andermatt

In 2021 Le Sud Entre Amis will start from the
prestigious 'Golden Egg' Intercontinental in
Davos. There, a rich breakfast will be ready for
Allparticipants. The breakfast will be followed by
a briefing and we will get to know the 'Amis' of
2021! After breakfast we will start and we will
have a beautiful day full of mountain roads such
as, the Furkapass, Grimselpass, Gothardpass &
Sustenpass. Afterwards we will check in in the
magical 5* hotel The Chedi Andermatt where we
will have an aperitive before heading towards
our rooms. In the evening we all have diner
together and end day 1 in style.











DAY 2: Andermatt - Piemonte

After a memorable day of driving, our
participants will check in at the brand new 5*
Casa Di Langa. Wake up surrounded by
Piedmont’s rolling hills and breathtaking views at
Casa di Langa. Perfectly located in the hamlet
between the Barolo, Barbaresco and Alta Langa
wine-making regions, the property is more than
a hotel: it’s a sustainable experience constructed
with local materials and inspired by traditional
architecture. After a moment of relaxation in the
spa or at the pool we head to the restaurant for
dinner.











DAY 3: Piemonte - Monaco

The 3th day we head to the Côte d'Azur. Monaco  
always is an experience, whether it is your first
or 10th time visiting this magnificent place on
earth. Our guests will check-in in the iconic Hôtel
de Paris sitting right at the heart of the action on
Place du Casino, the iconic hotel offers our
guests an unparalleled experience, combining
the magic of a legendary hotel with some
exceptional things to see and do. 













DAY 4: Monaco - Saint-Tropez

We will finish Le Sud Entre Amis 2021 in our
favourite place on the Côte d'Azur, Saint-Tropez.
This legendary city in the Provence appeals to
the imagination of many. The legendary seaside
resort attracts celebrities, sun worshippers and
lovers of art, history and heritage. This
fashionable seaside city has everything to round
off this great road trip in style.




